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The Beatles Collected tells the story of the Fab Four from their very early
years in 1960’s Liverpool through to their world conquering fame.
Collected shows in beautiful memorabilia using images and photographs
reproduced on-the-page the Fab Four’s journey from the backstreets of Liverpool
and Hamburg to their sell-out concerts in the Shea Stadium in the USA and their
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quest for musical perfection.
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To bring you even closer to the Fab Four the book features a wide variety
of superb on the page rare memorabilia and documents from the archives
reproduced in high quality covering the band’s incredible career including
tour posters tickets from the concerts personal letters publicity material and
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band together with their best album covers.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• The Beatles are the biggest selling and
most popular band of all time
• The Beatles have over one billion streams on Spotify
• Facsimile memorabilia on the page including tickets concert and film
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Michael A. O’Neill is a writer and actor who trained at
the Central School of Speech and Drama in London. For
many years he wrote scripts for historical documentaries,
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• Most No1 hits on the Billboard Hot 100
• Paul McCartney is still touring worldwide and playing the Beatles hits

Stamping Out Detroit
though, because they had 23 cities to visit, 23 sets of mayors,
senators and their wives and rows of worthies, plus the best call

S u d d e n ly , J u st M e m o r i e s
Lucy, of course, came in for a good deal of attention, and the

Rolls-Royces and Ferrari’s. The money also bought drugs in any

fraudulent”, said another reviewer, and in later years came “if not the

now that daily champagne, sex, money and stardom to excess

dispel, despite both Lennon and McCartney insisting that the

worst, then certainly the most overrated album of all time”.

had proven to be things you could get bored with. Marijuana had

title name was coincidental and invented by John’s son Julian;

quantities they wished, which helped to liven up the days and nights

by handicapped children whose parents hoped for some Jesus-

been introduced into their lives that year, too, with the result that

like miracle from four Liverpudlian musicians, would always be a

for the entire length of filming for their second film, Help!, they were

reminder. A reminder, too, of how maniacal their world had become,

all happily high. George and John also had their first experience

how surrounded by chaos they were; girls falling onto the stage, girls

of LSD that year when they unknowingly swallowed it in coffee at

having to be rescued from impossible places, fans charging planes,

their dentist’s house. The resulting paranoia terrified them. Initially.

armies of flashing camera bulbs, hail storms of jelly babies, police

Subsequently, Lennon and Harrison used the drug regularly.

although, said Paul, the lyrics were intended to be psychedelic.
The powerful imagery of “tangerine trees” and “marmalade skies”,
combined with Lennon’s almost child-like voice and McCartney’s
introduced a song that was a heady mix of Alice in Wonderland

Then, topping the album off in spectacular style was a forty-

that with The Beatles not much was private about their private life

play from, but who were instructed to achieve John’s crescendo

and that she, too, would be forced to leave hotels in disguise.

announcing the “end of the world”.

Paul urged them to calm down, convincing himself that John would
As the recording sessions for Abbey Road continued, which was

not really leave.

overwhelmed Paul, and he retreated into silence on his farm in
Scotland with Linda and their first baby together, Mary.

the Sun’, accepted as one of the best songs on the album, the
results of his ever more mature songwriting skills. Sinatra remarked
that ‘Something’ was “the greatest love song ever written”. No one

There wasn’t much love around from the police that year, who
conducted an all-out assault on druggies everywhere. And one event

This latest news, maliciously lining up behind his distrust of Klein,

done for a long time. George brought to the table two of the best
songs of his career, with the glorious ‘Something’ and ‘Here Comes

Six days after John’s news, on the 26th of September, Abbey
Road, was released – its iconic sleeve depicting the four

could dispute George’s talent now. Lennon and McCartney provided

Liverpudlians striding across a zebra crossing outside Abbey Road

a veritable cascade of songs, with everyone working in harmony.

Studios was to become one of the most imitated images in the world.

seemed to symbolize the fact that love was turning into vileness and

Even Ringo added ‘Octopus’s Garden’, that softly wafted its

The reviews were mixed; “Round-the-clock production of disposable

jealousy; the playwright Joe Orton was beaten to death by Kenneth

undercurrent of longing for safety and happiness under the sea. All

music effects” was one comment, but it went straight to number one

watches and houses in the stockbroker belt south of London? There

Club era. In January 1965, 18-year-old Maureen had found out that

including ‘squeaky-clean’ Paul and Brian, confessed to taking LSD

Halliwell, his lover, who then took his own life. This happened in

just as Paul had wanted.

in the UK and the US and several other countries.

was money aplenty now for the Jaguars and Aston Martins, the

she was pregnant. So, with Brian as best man, Ringo and Maureen

before it had been made illegal, the squeals of horror could be heard

August 1967. For The Beatles, the deaths turned out to be the

from London’s Daily Mail to America’s Dr. Billy Graham… and even

supporting acts to a devastating event in their own lives.

used up the shrunken amount of free time they had, to buy anything
they could lay their hands from suits and shirts to clothes, cameras,
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The cork popped from the bottle and an angry confrontation arose,
with John, Paul and George hurling accusations at one another, until

forged into a rock album taking in such genres as blues, pop, and
progressive rock, the lads gelled musically in a way they had not

The Beatles soon bestowed upon the world another song,
broadcast to TV networks in 31 countries via the BBC’s embrace of
satellite technology.

one-piece orchestra, whose musicians had no musical notation to

icons of fashionable England in the early 60s, who soon discovered
And what of the boys themselves amongst all of this furore?
What did they do when they weren’t on stage, or once they had

After the album launch party at his house, Brian returned to the Priory
immediately.
destined to become a 60s anthem; ‘All You Need Is Love’, which was

meets rock and roll.

George was dating a 19-year-old model call Patti Boyd, one of the

$0.69 for each Beatles album sold in America.

together with hope in their eyes.

An extraordinary thing happened.

Lowry organ, producing an effect Martin found mesmerising,

storming fans in vast auditoria and always, always the interminable
sound of screaming.

F o r W h o m t h e Be ll To lls
to be as it had once been when four young Liverpudlians had come

There was not only praise; “however, dazzling…ultimately

widespread suspicion that she was on an LSD trip was hard to

girls money could buy – and if they ever doubted that they were in
America, the sale of their hotel bed linen and the never-ending visits

(Once Sgt. Pepper had been released and all The Beatles,

Ringo was still with Maureen Cox, his girlfriend from the Cavern
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in Elvis’s house; perhaps his own vast intake of prescription drugs
made him particularly sensitive.)
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band was the band’s eighth

October 1967 would see the five-year management contract Brian

But it was nothing more than a hologram of harmony. Paul was
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taken in by the illusion of reality, but its dramatic collapse hit him
hard. Just as he was trying to persuade the others to play live in

Epstein had negotiated with The Beatles come to an end, and in

some small venues, John lit the fuse; he was leaving the group. The

Brian’s overwrought imagination, they would not seek to renew it.

announcement was being delayed only because Klein was on the

studio album. It hit the shops on the 1st of June 1967, and

As Cilla Black had told him in the summer that she intended to leave

edge of a phenomenal agreement dealing with their record royalties.

immediately powered up to the top of the charts, lingering for 27

NEMS Enterprises, he was filled with foreboding, despite eventually

Klein had soon squeezed from Capitol Records an unparalleled

weeks at the top of the UK album chart and 15 weeks at the top in

persuading her to stay with him. But nothing could dissuade him from

the US. Critics acknowledged its innovations in music production,

his conviction that The Beatles were leaving him.

songwriting and graphic design, which linked pop music to legitimate
art and gave musical form to 1960s counterculture. Four Grammy
Awards came its way in 1968, one of which was Album of the Year,
the first rock LP to receive the honour.

He was not wrong in feeling uneasy; Paul, especially, was not
happy with the way Brian was conducting business. The mistakes
about the merchandising had filtered through, and talk of a massive
advance of $1.25 million paid to the Stones, gave rise to The Beatles

Sgt. Pepper embodied “the social, the musical, and more
generally, the cultural changes of the 1960s” enthused one

questioning whether Brian was still the man they should have in
charge of their affairs.

musicologist. The Times went even further with “a decisive moment
in the history of Western civilisation”. No less. It contained, it seemed,

Now, too, Brian’s father had died. Brian spent time at home with

music for everyone from the young to the old, to the pothead, to the

his mother in Liverpool and attended the traditional Jewish shiva,

dreamer, to the philosopher. Newsweek said it was a “masterpiece”,

before she came to stay with him for ten days in London. He seemed

and John must have been delighted when “A Day in the Life” was

content and at ease when his mother left to return to Liverpool on the

compared to Eliot’s The Waste Land.

24th of August.
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John’s continuing Peace Crusade made more headlines, however,
and he was named man of the year by Rolling Stone magazine.

The split in the edifice was finally causing the building to crumble.
Paul and John didn’t speak for almost six months
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